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Ex. 1. Musical transcription of the epos
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Bā-ri-sān ge-rel or-dan - gi-ni kel - wel

ṣu-ra jandān ya-rū - cātā

ṣu-yum jandān un'i-tāl

xan jandān xāl - ya - tāl

xa - ṣal jandān te - rem - tāl

na-ran taṇ - nā ə - dā - tāl

na-cak - dorji - l ēr-kā - tāl

to - si ca - ṣān dē - wūr - tāl

ta-namal ca - ṣān tūr - yu - tā.

xa - ra xam - ban xayū - wē - tā,

kö - kö xam - ban kö - såg - tā
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kär kär gi-ji kü-cük-nâd
kü-cû-tâ-xîh erân dûn xân-kîs gi-gâd
xâk-rîn dû-dâd;
Ük-dûg-l-gûâ û-lân Tiw bâ-nâû-çî!
Ga-rîd i-râ-râl!
Na-dûg-l xo-ran şan-das u-su-tâl
xör-ta šulmûs nö-kûd-tâl
xa-tûduk-l-gûâ Xa-tân Xaw-xal al-ji or-kûd
san-mâ-ta da-ya
sa-xal-ta išk-î
û-dûg-l-gûl a-wûd i-râ-râ, gjî-1
yo-wûl-sim bü-sûl- gi-jîl kel-sen-çîn.'
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Transcription of the pitches

Ex. 2

The epos telling, or to put it properly the epos singing has strong, living tradition in the culture of Turkic and Mongolian peoples. This genre is (or was) found in the culture of other people too; we know the monumental Kalevala epos of the Finns, and records show that there was Hungarian epos teller, though it is impossible to find any musical traces of the deceased epos in the Hungarian folk music.

I personally collected epos of Aday Kazakhs in Mangishlak; of Kazakhs living in the middle and the eastern area of Kazakhstan and of Kyrgyz tribes living around Ysyk Köl and in Naryn. In the process of epos singing the stress is on the text, and the function of the music is to carry the text, to help memorize, and to keep the ball rolling. However all these can be reached by different devices and really, the musical styles of the areas mentioned above are rather different. The detailed analysis of
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the differences would be very illuminating, but on the present occasion we can mention only a few facts.

The *termė* style of the Aday Kazakh with short diatonic sections and 'smooth' melodic lines are in sharp contrast with the melodies of the Kyrgyz Manas epos characterized by motifs jumping on greater interval. Similarly to the *termė* tunes the Western Kazakh Alpamish epos is characterized by small-compass diatonic tunes. However, the musical sections of the latter are longer, and its rhythm is dominated by pulsating eights which is quite different from the triplet-rendering of the *termė* tunes. During the performance of the examined Mongolian epos we see a musical solution which combines the melodious arches with the forms built up from motifs so characteristic to the pentatonic world.

While the Kyrgyz epos singer uses throat-notes and other extra-musical sound effects, the singing style of the South Kazakh *termė* is quasi *bel canto*. Concerning the archaism, the manner of the Mongolian epos singing is between the Kazakh and Kyrgyz styles. The Mongolian melody progresses in deliberate \( \uparrow \downarrow \uparrow \downarrow \) beats and the performer rarely uses strong dynamical or other effects. Here we do not hear the artistic musical ornaments of the Mongolian *urtin duu* 'long song'. However with the help of the continuous improvisation and the confident handling of the simple musical material the performer makes the performance spirited.

The question arises: is there a musical language under the long process of the epos, from which and by the help of which the singer recreates the musical material of the epos when singing it at different times and places?

According to the analysis there are central motifs which can be regarded as words of such a language (ex. 3). I took the final tone as the main determinant of a motif. Since a motif may reach its final tone on different pitches, most of the central motifs have two or three variants.
As we shall see, the motifs do not succeed in optional sequence; there exists a grammar of certain which controls their order.
Though during the improvised performance there are not two identical sections, it is possible to identify central motifs which help us to analyze the process. (I marked with \(sh\) the shortened one-bar form of a motif and with \(sp\) a special variant which was not considered as central motif because of its uniqueness and for the sake of the lucidity of the analysis. In ex. 4 I show the sequence of the motifs):

Ex. 4

1. D G↑ C D G↑ D' C' C
2. G↑ C' D G↑ D' D' D C
3. E E' C G↑ C
4. E D G, D E E G↑ C' C
5. G↑ Csp C E D C' E↑ C E Dsp
8. D E D D C

As the dune-like high-pitched motif E is very similar to motif G, I deputize G by E in the structural analysis. If we leave the pitch-variants and the short motifs out of consideration too, we get the following process (ex. 5):

Ex. 5

1. D G↑ C, (1+) D↑ D' C'
2. G↑ C' ↑ D G↑ D' D' D C
3. E G C G↑ C
5. G↑ C' C G D C', (5+) E C G Dsp
8. D G D D C

From this process we may deduct the following fundamental motif-sequences, which we may consider the rules for creating musical phrases (ex. 6):

Ex. 6

a) D-G-D-(E or G)-C (in 1, 1+, 2, 4, 6, 6+, 7, 7+, 8, 9), one of its simpler form
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b) D-G-C (in 1, 7+, 9) and
c) G-C-G-(D)-C (in 3, 5, 9+).

Now we have three motif-sequences, which contain the musical essence of the long epos singing. We might suppose that the pattern of these sequences lie hidden in the memory of the epos singer and supervise the presentation of the epos.

The epos begins with the simplest central form (D-G-C in line 1-3), then follows a variant of the most popular motif-sequence (D-G-D-C-C in lines 4-8). These two melodies are easy to examine in ex. 1, so we do not need to write them separately.

After these follows a realization of the third central motif-sequence. In ex. 7 we show a reduced variant of this sequence (G-C-D-C in lines 12, 10, 14 and 16):